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Governing Bodv meeting wrapup
-; The SAFD Governing Meetings happened in Chicago, IL over Memorial Day
weekend. There were a number of subjects discussed. What follows is a
summary of all items voted upon. Please note the P&P changes are currently in the works, and should be completed within the next couple of weeks.
If you have any questions regarding the below items, please feel free to contact Angela Bonacasa at secretary@safd.org. or your member representative.
Your input is very important, so don't hesitate to contact the Governing Body
with your thoughts.
Proposals adopted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt Julia's proposed SAFD logo with blue background.
Allow Julia to move forward with proposed grants.
Creation of SAFD Production Calendar
Julia will help Andrew maintain and correct SAFD Credit Rating.
Creation of Theatrical Firearms Safety Course
Fairbanks scholarship to "member in good standing" (Strike "Actor Combatant")
Change P&P Fairbanks Application dates to a month earlier, and the due date
to "postmark date"
SAFD will purchase laptop, Microsoft office (including Access), Acrobat, and
sheet fed "All in one"
Create Administrative Assistant Position
Allow work done at Celebration Barn to count toward discipline renewal.
Proposed renewal verbiage, with addition of another example. (Massey)
Proposed "adjudication session" verbiage, with addition of "on the same day"
Approve the budgetary deadlines as proposed by Andrew.
Creation of NSCW Coordinator Application verbiage.
Allow Andrew control in making decision on contribution to Paddy Crean
Memorial
AAC Certificates will include FM Rep and Secretary signatures (for verification)
Exec Dir, Webmaster, and Secretary will physically meet at the expense of the
SAFD for the purpose of website efficiency.
Julia will review her job description for (1) what she is doing and (2) what she
wants to do.
Waive Carlo Aceytuno's dues for one year for set up of our merchant account.
NSCW Post Mortem set for weekend of August 14/15

Proposals declined:
• Discounted membership rate to married couples

Proposals tabled:
• All votes should go to the entire GB
Tabled for member reps to get feedback from constituents, and Drew can
clarify what items should be EC and which should be GB
• FD and CT Renewals should go through Pres, VP, and FD or CT rep.
Tabled to reps to get feedback from constituents. Is renewal process subjective, or administrative?
• FM meeting to be paid for by SAFD
Tabled and sent back to College of FMs to figure out additional ways on how
to financially support it.
• Whether Administrative Assistant position will be volunteer or receive stipend.
• Bylaws proposal for Certified Teacher to be able to run for President-need more
feedback from member
reps and more discussion before submitting to membership.
• Bylaws proposal to add second AC Rep to GB: Needs more discussion before
submitting to membership.
• Exact Celebration Barn Renewal verbiage.
• Byrnes will put together Bylaws proposal eliminating separate GB and EC.

Last Call tor
Nominations
There are less than two months left to submit your nominations for the 2004 elections.
The offices of President, Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer will be voted upon
in the 2004 election, scheduled for October.
Nominees for all offices must be members in
good standing.
Nominees for President
must be a Fight Director or Fight Master;
nominees for Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer may be from any level of membership. The SAFD Bylaws, available on the
Members Only site, outline the responsibilities of each office.
To nominate a member, please call the
SAFD hotline at (800) 659-6579, or email
Nominating Committee Chair Dale Girard at
stage_combat@ncarts.edu. Nominations for
all offices must be received no later than
August 1, 2004.

Call tor APPiications
The SAFD is accepting applications for the
position of NSCW Coordinator. The coordinator is responsible for all pre-production
and day-to-day operations of the NSCW.
For a detailed description of the NSCW
Coordinator's duties, check the SAFD website. Applicants must submit a letter of intent
outlining their qualifications for NSCW
Coordinator. Additional materials, if desired,
may include resume, letters of recommendation, etc. Applications should be sent to:
SAFD Executive Director
Julia Rupkalvis
4335 Van Nuys Drive, #117
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
or may be submitted electronically to
execdir@safd.org. All applications must be
received by August 1, 2004
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Seattle Sockeve -ATale of Two Coordinators
Over the past five years I have been fortunate enough to
attend stage combat and movement workshops throughout
the US, UK and Australia. These experiences have provided
opportunities to observe what type of teaching styles and
environments work well for different individuals. All of them
offered varied opinions and approaches to familiar techniques, as well as some approaches to new ones. In 2004, I
was offered the opportunity to teach and assist at the
Rumble in the Rockies . This included creating, prepping and
teaching classes in the workshop format. While already a
teacher and choreographer in Washington, teaching a class
in the workshop format for a sanctioned regional workshop which was a new experience for me - and contributing to the
4 Dummies series of classes, which were introduced to welcome the absolute beginner and those unfamiliar to specific
weapons in 90 minutes or less. I wanted to try to provide
some similar exposure to new faces and information, as well
as opportunities to teach or focus on teaching, to the
Northwest.
So why sponsor and organize a regional stage combat workshop in which one cannot participate? When I checked in
with Portland's Memorial Day Melee Coordinator John Armor
in March, John said the Melee wasn't viable this year for a
number of reasons. Since the Northwest region needs an
area workshop, and had grown accustomed to having one
over Memorial Day weekend, putting a replacement workshop together seemed like a logical thing to do as a Regional
Rep. But I would be heading into final rehearsals at ACT
Theatre that weekend, which meant organizing outside of
Seattle would be too difficult. Scheduling the workshop any
earlier seemed too difficult to market and secure a location,
and any later would be even more difficult as I was to begin
rehearsing a second show at ACT while still in performance.
Angela Bonacasa and Mark Guinn are tentatively scheduled
to be in Seattle in August, but the scale of workshops
planned with them was to be smaller. Emails to area members confirmed Memorial Day weekend as most feasible with
upcoming summer show schedules. Rob Jones, a colleague
and good friend, agreed to be the onsite coordinator and
assisted with every step of organization (including becoming
a Limited Liability Corporation: Seattle Stage Combat).
Having committed now to creating one, we had to decide
what kind of workshop we were interested in assembling. I
wanted to create a workshop which would specifically offer a
"next step" for industry professionals in this region, as well as
within the national membership (e.g. putting a class plan
together for the first time, or assisting a new instructor, teaching in an 80 minute intro format, or taking a stage combat
class for the first time, applying current skills to new weapon

forms or different approaches, or just making the journey
here to work with NorthWesterners.) The Seattle Sockeye
was designed to clear-cut new paths, while, hopefully, having
a good time.
The invited staff would largely determine the tenor and outcome of the Sockeye (a type of salmon which spawns in this
region - Seattle Slugfest was runner up). Determining factors
in selecting the staff were that they be new faces to the
region, and that their teaching technique and personal
demeanor had to be supportive of, and most appropriate for,
people working here. Don Preston, Geoff "Jefe" Kent and
John Tovar accepted my invitation to come out to Seattle;
and Bob MacDougall was on board as the staff representative of the hosting facility, Cornish College of the Arts.
Jessica Hester and Darrell Rushton flew in to join the local
teaching assistants, Evan Whitfield, Bob Borwick and
Brynna Jourden (all current AA/Cs with teaching and
choreographing experience - Barwick will be attending the
TTW with Tovar this July). They were each assigned classes
in the 4 Dummies series (created by Jefe for the Rumble) to
prep and teach. Dan Granke journeyed from New York,
Jarrod Quon from Portland, Jonathan Cole from Salem to
be interns along with Seattle based Carol Roscoe and
Alyssa Tomoff - each have exhibited interest in continuing
the pursuit of training, teaching and choreographing stage
combat, and all are working actors and/or directors.
We were very fortunate to have 40 participants who are interested in furthering their skills as performers and professionals in the field ( area director and SAFD member Harriet
Saunders was drawn out of the pre-registration pool to
receive half off the workshop fee). They were a remarkable
group of people, hard working, good partners and out to have
a good time with each other.
It must be noted that Geoff Kent and Neil Massey were
invaluable resources, and influenced many aspects of this
workshop, including a staff meeting the evening before the
workshop. Friday night before the workshop involved introductions, statement of purpose, a quick oki-do yoga warmup, and then teachers, assistants and interns splitting off to
discuss choreography, techniques and anticipated class
structures. To close the meeting, we spent a half an hour getting on the same page with some contact hits, kicks, and
knees with Preston and Tovar - techniques which were
slightly different or new to this region - in order to get into
physical contact with each other and to see how each other
communicates.
Jefe taught Gun Spinning, Found Objects, Gratuitous Kills;
Preston taught Swashbuckling, Unarmed Martial Arts, Found
Objects (Jefe got yanked off the plane by TSA and was
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somewhat delayed arriving in Seattle so Don graciously took
over teaching this class) and Scratching/Biting/Grappling/
Choking; Tovar taught Acting the Fight (using pool noodles),
Footwork, and Contact Hits and Kicks; MacDougall taught
Double Stick, Smallsword Choreography and Feldenkrais.
The 4 Dummies series (to be renamed For Anybody Series,
I believe) included Broadsword, R&D, More R&D, Single
Epee, Unarmed, Falling, Sword & Shield, and Knife. Classes
which have been requested for next year include more gun
work, whips, q-stick, int/adv choreography classes, and
"pirate fighting." A Pool Noodle Battle Club may be in the
works.
We were fortunate to have had interest from Documentary
Filmmaker Greg Palmer and local PBS affiliate KCTS, in filming
parts of the workshop for a Hi-Definition short documentary on
stage combat training, and the basic steps from choreographing
to performing violent sequences for live theatre, for limited
release to American, Asian and European markets. We were also
fortunate to have photographer Nathan Breskin-Auer express
interest in shooting action shots in black and white on Friday and
Saturday.
In addition to the Friday night meeting, Saturday evening the staff
gathered with the KCTS crew and three invited SAFD members,
to participate in a Master Knife class taught by Don Preston.
Beyond payment and opportunity, I wanted the staff to work with
each other and hopefully, continue their own education in some
small way (exhausted as they were from the day.) It was intense,
an hour and a half of peak effort, but there seems to be consensus that it was well worth it, and will be repeated in some fashion
next year. Sunday evening the staff came over to my home for a
catered dinner, hot tubbing and debriefing on the successes of
the weekend and areas for improvement for next year.
Since the weekend was turned over to Rob, I only had the participant survey forms, photos and the staff debriefing to find out
overall how the weekend went. As with embarking on any new
adventure, there is a learning curve, and we know to work on the
registration procedure, having class description/ability level info
posted well in advance, and a social event and end of day meeting are on the docket for improvement (or existence); different
facilities as well. All in all, though, it seems we did pretty well. Staff
evaluation forms are now just returning, and based on all of this
information we hope next year's Sockeye will be even better.
Thanks to everyone who participated and contributed to the
Sockeye! And for anyone interested in developing a regional
workshop, just drop me a line.
Deb Fialkow
AAIC, NW Regional Rep, Cutting Edge Co-Editor
Coordinator, Seattle Sockeye, seattlestagecombatcom

My experience as Onsite Coordinator for the First Annual
Seattle Sockeye could not have been better. I am not saying that everything ran completely the whole time. There are
just some things that you can't control, such as CT Geoff
"Jefe" Kent being delayed by the TSA in Denver until the last
class of the day Saturday. I learned the hard way that there
are also some things that can go smoothly if you are adequately prepared. If you are not? Well, you'd better hope for
the best. Luckily for me, where our planning fell short our
excellent staff took up the slack.
Since I had never been to a regional workshop before I had
a steep learning curve in terms of what is required to get 40
participants registered, signed up for classes and off to
warm-ups. This is the first place that our amazing staff real-
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ly came through for me. I immediately had an intern and TA
volunteer to run the registration while the rest of the staff set
up the armory, got signs up, and toured the facility. Thanks to
Deb Fialkow's expert re-shuffling of the schedule (reassigning
Jefe's classes), the first day's classes went very smoothly, and
started on time.
It had been my intention to take as many classes as possible
over the course of the weekend. I figured that even though I
was the Onsite Coordinator, as long as I had staff who knew
where to locate me it would be fine. As it turned out, I was only
able to take one class, Jefe's "Gun Spinning," late the second
day (take it if you ever get a chance, in a word: FUN.) Part of
the reason that I didn't take more classes was that it was rare
to have a 90-minute period where I wasn't needed for something. The workshop was housed in two buildings, which could
only be accessed with a keycard and I had the only keycard.
Another reason that I didn't take more classes was that I was
really having a good time checking in on classes and observing the different teachers in action. Classes particularly fun to
watch were John Tovar's "Acting the Fight," Don Preston's
"Unarmed Martial Arts" and Jefe's "Gratuitous Knife Kills".
Each teacher kept the participants active and moving, and,
above all, having fun throughout the class. Though it was
sometimes frustrating to miss out on the hands-on experience
of the classes, I still learned a lot by watching the different
ways each teacher kept their classes entertaining and informative.
Highlights of the weekend for me were watching the participants in John Tovar's "Acting the Fight" class go after each
other with pool noodles, taking Jefe's "Gun Spinning" class,
and watching the people in Don Preston's "Choking/
Scratching/Biting/Grappling" class climb all over each other.
More rewarding than the things I saw, however, was getting to
know the CT's TA's and interns that we brought together for
this workshop.
Since this was my first workshop and my first time being a
Coordinator I learned a lot of things the hard way. Here is a
list of common sense things that are easy to overlook, but will
come in very handy if you are planning to hold a workshop:
• Choose your staff wisely. Make sure that they are not only
qualified, but that they are people you want to work with.
• Make sure you have a copy of all staff and facility cell
phone numbers with you at all times.
• Have a scheduled time and place at the end of the day to
have all participants gather to thank them for attending and
to urge them to fill out feedback forms (and buy hats!)
Make sure teachers are reminding participants of this
throughout the day.
• If something unexpected happens (and it will) remember to
breathe and smile.
I feel very fortunate to have had the staff we had. Thanks
especially to our interns for jumping in and helping make this
workshop the success that it was. I couldn't have done it without them. Whenever I asked for two volunteers I got five.
Their level of professionalism and commitment was outstanding. I especially want to thank John Tovar for being the voice
of reason and a wealth of information throughout.
I hope to meet more of you at the Second Annual
Seattle Sockeye next year!
Rob Jones
AAIC, Seattle Stage Combat, Seattle Sockeye OSC
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Regional Reports
South West
Region
All<on ....
l..ouisloot,

Now Molllm,
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Bv Ann Candler
Harlan
Hello from Houston! This spring, FM
Brian Byrnes directed I Hate
Hamlet at the University of Houston,
and on May 11 , Brian's students
(including myself) participated in
SPTs and renewals in Unarmed,
Single Sword and Quarterstaff with
FM Richard Ryan adjudicating. This
semester's stage combat II and Ill
classes were assisted by A/C's
Jackie Blakeney and Leraldo
Anzaldua. In the afternoon we
enjoyed a Master Class in Small
Sword with Ryan and had a chance
to interview him about his work, particularly as Sword Master on the
recent release 'Troy'. We learned the
inside scoop behind some of those
great shots and tight scenes, and
the stars who perform them!
Recently Brian Byrnes, Leraldo
Anzaldua, and Henry Layton all
performed as Motion Capture Talent
tor "The Chronicles of Riddick:
Escape from Butcher Bay" which is
now out on X-Box.
Byrnes and
Anzaldua served as Fight Directors
tor the project - and they also
served as Fight Directors and Motion
Capture Talent tor "Knights of the
Temple" which should be out in the
U.S. market soon.
This summer, Brian is writing and
directing a show based on Aesop's
Fables, staging tights tor "MacBeth"
tor Houston Shakespeare Festival
and serving as IACW Coordinator
and Instructor at the NSCW in
Vegas. And ... (drum roll, please!)
A new Regional Workshop is coming
to the Southwest! FM Brian Byrnes

will be co-teaching the 'Texas
Intensive' with CT Mark Guinn over
Labor Day Weekend, September 4th
and 5th , in Houston, Texas. Geared
towards
the
intermediate
to
advanced level actor-combatant, the
weekend's offerings will also include
a Friday night Forum and the opportunity for SPT renewals. Classes
include • Stylistic influences in
Broadsword • Rhythms of rapier and
Dagger• Swordplay vs. a Swordtight
•
Unconventional Targets
in
Unarmed and Blade Work • Knife
Fighting and Whips. Check tor further details in the Cutting Edge and
the SAFD website, or contact me,
your southwest Representative, for
details.
CT Mark Guinn reports that this
year's stage combat workshop at
Louisiana Tech (the 'Ruston Boil')
"was a fabulous success .. .with over
109 teachers, students, and staff,
the 13th annual workshop was a
great time for all!" As part of a group
of 6 sponsored by the
Texas
Renaissance Festival's 2003 Art of
Defense show to attend this year's
'Ruston Boil', T.R.F. choreographer
and pyrotechnician, and SAFD
Friend Alan Hutton writes: OSome
of our favorites were: -Whips 1&2
(an intro into good whip technique) Evil Knife Fights from Folsom Prison
(a guide to theatrically presenting a
good "shanking") -Silat to the
Ground (an lndonisian martial art) Shaolin Staff and Spear (cool staff
technique!) These were just tour out
of the thirty classes ottered ....
T.R.F.'s C.C.T. (Creative Combat
Team) members who attended give
this workshop a BIG "Thumbs-up"!
After the success of this annual
event, Guinn is now off to Ohio to
direct Bluejacket and choreograph
tights. He will stay on and teach a
SPT class tor the cast following
opening, on or about the 4th of July.
CT Bill Lengfelder of Dallas, TX
has been keeping busy, pursuing an
acting career with the Fabulous
Beast Dance Theater of Ireland. He

has recently toured to Ireland and
Vienna, and is opening the Theater
program of the International Festival
of Arts and Ideas in New Haven in
June. He has also been studying the
Chinese martial art of Pa Kua Chuan
and Japanese Sword techniques, as
well as Shadow Yoga with Shandor
Remete.
Also in the Dallas area, SAFD
Friends Patrick Haughton is finishing his 6th season as the French
cannoneer tor the Scarborough
Pleasure Faire, and Gary Minyard
is doing the fight direction tor
Treasure Island at Dallas Children's
Theater, opening in late June.
FD Tim Pinnow's big news from Las
Cruces, NM is that he and his wife
Amber are the proud parents of
Emma Eleanora Pinnow, born
4.8.04.! Proud Papa Tim recently
staged tights tor Romeo and Juliet at
The University of Texas-El Paso, Of
Mice and Men at the American
Southwest Theatre Company, and
choreographed a pirate dance/fight
piece for the National Dance institute in Santa Fe.
SW Regional Rep Ann Candler is
performing in the Ensemble of
Dream Girls and serving as wig mistress. This summer I will be teaching
'Poking Fun!' a stage combat class
included in the annual DECATS program for academically talented
young scholars, an invigorating
experience that I'm really looking forward to; and my job as Fight Director
tor the Texas Renaissance Festival,
kicks into swing with fight auditions
in late May. This fall, CT Mike
Mahaffey from the Pacific West
Region is slated to perform at the
festival in the touring act, 'Bold and
Stupid Men'. As the FD of the
Festival, I have recently been
authorized to sponsor stage combat
classes taught by Mahaffey during
the seven weeks that he will be in
Texas . I will send out updates and
details as this develops. Feel free to
contact me, your SW Regional Rep,
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Regional Reports
about this or any other events mentioned here if you are interested in
participating.
North West

Region

f;

bvDeb
Fialkow

Seattle, WA
AA/C Evan Whitfield was a selected Teaching Assistant at the Seattle
Sockeye, and taught Broadsword 4
Dummies
with AA/C
Brynna
Jourden.

A/C Sarah Cabatit-Morrison, with
Macha Monkey Productions, taught
a basic unarmed class to 10-13 year
old as part of a Chicks Play Hard
event May 15th.
A/C Kerry Christianson is now at
the beginning stages of directing
Getting Out at Theater Schmeater
(opens July 30th through August
24th www.schmeater.org) After that
she has been hired to direct
Nunsense for Centerstage Theater
in Federal Way, which will open
September 17th. She recently performed in Prostituting Genius at the
Union Garage and also at The Pink
Door in Pike Place Market for their
Saturday Night Burlesque Cabaret
(erotic mime). Kerry also assistant
directed You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown for Centerstage Theatre in
Federal Way.
AA/C and NWRR Deb Fialkow
recently became a business (seattlestagecombat.com) in the process
of organizing and coordinating the
First Annual Seattle Sockeye SAFD
sanctioned regional workshop .
AA/Cs Bob Barwick and Rob Jones,
and A/C Carol Roscoe are members

of SSC's artistic staff. Deb is currently performing in the world premiere
of Eric Overmyr's Alki (his adaptation of Peer Gynt) at ACT Theatre,
and will begin rehearsing for
Enchanted April, also at ACT (directed by Warner Shook) in June. Deb
taught an R&D and Broadsword
mini-workshop with Rob Jones for
Bellevue Community College, and
was invited by Whitman College
(thanks to Jarrod Quon) to teach a
weekend of stage combat. She will
return as faculty to teach stage combat for the Washington Academy of
Performing Arts.
CT/FD Geof Alm is currently recovering from hip replacement surgery
(blue cobalt steel and ceramic good
for 25-30 years) and is doing well.
He recently fight directed at the Old
Globe for Stephen Wadsworth's Don
Juan, and watched all of his Cornish
and UW PATP students pass their
SPTs in May. This July he will teach
stage combat again for Seattle
Children's Theatre's Young Artists
lnstitue; and will begin work on
Lohengrin at the Seattle Opera
directed by Stephen Wadsworth
around the same time.
AA/C Bob Borwick served as
Teaching Assistant at the first (and
hopefully, annual ) Seattle Sockeye
on Memorial Day Weekend; and
recently served as fight director for
Lakewood Players production of The
Comedy of Errors as well as
ArtsWest's production of Goodnight
Desdemona, Good Morning Juliet
(Directed by Carol Roscoe.) He and
his lovely wife Kelly Balch will serve
as dance choreographers for
Taproot Theatre's production of
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown,
opening in early July. And in July
Bob will be attending the TTW. Bob
is currently serving as fight director
for Seattle Central Community
College production of Les Blancs,
opening in mid June; he will be
teaching stage combat at the Icicle
Creek Young Actors Conservatory in
Leavenworth, WA in August; and he

will serve as fight director for Burien
Live Theatre's production of The
Rivals in the fall.
A/C Carol Roscoe recently performed in Shape of a Girl, a terrific
run of a one-woman show about bullying at the Seattle Children's
Theater. She just finished directing
Goodnight Desdemona,
Good
Morning Juliet with fight choreography by Bob Barwick at ArtsWest.
She will
fight choreograph for
Greenstage's Shakepspeare in the
Parks upcoming productions of All's
Well That Ends Well (and will Direct)
and Coriolanus. She will be teaching
stage combat workshops at Seattle
Children's Theater over the summer
in addition to directing Pride and
Prejudice there, and has been cast
in SCT's fall production of Magic
City. Carol interned at the First
Annual Seattle Sockeye.
AA/C Rob Jones recently performed in and provided the fight cho- ·
reography for Theater Schmeater's
production of One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest. He also collaborated
with Carol Roscoe, Bob Borwick,
Gordon Carpenter and Deb Fialkow
(Seattle Stage Combat) to create a
Pirates of the Carribean assembly
interruption for Whitman School
(some money and fun was had). He
recently choreographed Melancholy
Play for Macha Monkey Productions,
Hamlet: More Honour'd in the
Breach than the Observance for
Straight Edge Theatrics, Blasted for
A Theatre Under the Influence, and
just choreographed the duel (assisted by A/C Alyssa Tarnoff) for
Exchange Theatre's production of
Les Liasons Dangereuses. Rob will
be choreographing the violence for
Theater Schmeater's upcoming production of Getting Out (directed by
Kerry Christianson) and will be
serving as fight director for Wooden
O's upcoming production of Julius
Caesar (woodeno.org) . Rob assisted Deb Fialkow teaching R&D and
UA at Bellevue Community College,
and will be teaching a stage combat
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Regional Reports
workshop for kids in Sun Valley, ID
the first week in August. Rob was
the Onsite Coordinator (aka Grand
Poobah) for the First Annual Seattle
Sockeye.
From A/C Matt Orme: Grace
Rosemarie Orme was born Saturday
morning, May 22nd, at 6:29am, at
Evergreen Hospital, 7 pounds 2
ounces,
19.5
inches
long.
Congratulations!
A/C Adam Larmer choreographed
the fights for EVE productions modern retelling of R&J (all female cast).
The opening brawl begins with found
objects: tennis racket, baseball bat,
motorcycle helmet, backpack ... ),
and climaxes with knife duels for the
present-day "nobility!
AA/C Jeff "Ishmael" Thomason is
still instructing under Maestro David
Boushey at the International Stunt
School in Seattle. This year marked
the first Aerial Master Class which
gave students an extensive study of
wire work, ratchet, rappelling, and
fast-roping. The one-week workshop was a huge success and will
be offered again next year.
Friend Casey Brown is performing
as Laertes in Second Story's production of Hamlet (Olympia) and will
be taking is A/C SPTs in June
through Freehold.
AA/C Kevin lnouye's current projects
include
the
following:
"UrbanWorld," a modern featurelength indie film ("with lots of gunplay, and I'm really having to hone
my blood-squirting skills.")
"The
Gamers: 2nd Edition," a featurelength fantasy/comedy for which he
will, choreograph fights and "make
more prop weapons as fast as I
can." Kevin is about ready to launch
on my new domain name, fightdesigner.com (nomadboi.com will still
be up and running for a while, and
will
then
be
redirected.)
"Fightdesigner.com will have a

stronger focus on the rental gear,
and hopefully be an easier URL to
remember and spell."
A/C Ilene Fins just directed BASEBALL STORIES for Book-It at the
grand opening of Seattle Public
Library and a Book-It All Over touring show callled Cinderella Stories.
She choreographed a wee fight for
The Bush School's 6th grade production of the JUNGLE BOOK
("between Nagaina and Rikki-tikkitavi. .. no contact but very cute.")
Ilene and Gordon Carpenter will
direct CAPTAIN BLOOD for Seattle
Children's Theatre this summer
(adapted by Ilene.)
A/Cs Danielle Reierson and Alyssa
Tomoff performed For whom the
Belles Toll written by John
Longenbaugh at On the Boards during their "12 minutes Max" on Feb
29th (which included a smallsword
and unarmed fight.) They will be
performing it again at Annex's Spin
the Bottle in September. Both will be
testing with Freehold in June. Alyssa
interned at the First Annual Seattle
Sockeye.

Ellensburg, Washington
A/C Steve Nabors recently finished
a workshop at Walla Walla College.
He just finished directing his thesis
at Walla Walla College, PIRATES of
PENZANCE.
Ashland, OR
Friend Chris DuVal has been very
busy with his daughter (who turned
one year old April 24th!), acting, fight
captaining, and teaching an occasional stage combat workshop at
Oregon Shakespeare Festival.
Comedy of Errors (in which he plays
both of the Dromio's) closes in late
October as does Henry VI Part I (in
which he plays Somerset and the
Dauphin). He has recently started
rehearsals for Henry VI Parts II and
Ill.

Portland, OR
Friend Jarrod Quon recently graduated from Whitman College and
interned at the First Annual Seattle
Sockeye.
Salem, OR
A/C Jonathan Cole choreographed
fights for Tony Kushner's adaptation
of Pierre Corneille's The Illusion at
Western Washington University. He
also taught two workshops while at
WWU:
basic unarmed and
aikido/knife. The show opened in
late May. Jon made the journey up
from Salem to intern at the First
Annual Seattle Sockeye.

Combat News
lrom abroad
Photo
to
come

hvBret
Yount

As the new Int'/ Reg Rep, I'd like to
say "hi" to all out there, those in my
region and not. However, for those
in my region, I have several incorrect
e-mail addresses.
If you didn 't
receive my e-mail requesting info for
this report, please contact me on intlregrep@safd.org
London has always been one of the
major crossroads of Europe and this
past few months have been no different. FD Scot Mann came over in
November to teach at a workshop,
while in December President Chuck
Coy/ was here to adjudicate SPTs
for FM Richard Ryan and CT Bret
Yount. Chuck then was one of the
adjudicators at the RADA Prize
Fights. CT and Treasurer Andrew
Hayes was here in J[;!nuary with his
lovely wife and a group of students.
We didn't get the chance to fight, but
we did make it to Joe Allan's. Then,
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Regional Reports
CT Rep Neil Massey made it over in
March to teach a class on "The
Psychology of Killing". In April, "the
Pres" was back for another round of
adjudications, while in May FM
Emeritus JD Martinez was here visiting with some students from
Washington & Lee and managed time
for a tour of the new buildings at
RADA, his alma mater. JD also got
his photo taken with the Joseph
Martinez Trophy (sponsored by the
SAFD), awarded each year at the
RADA Prize Fights for Best Unarmed
Fight. FD Dr. Michael Kirkland was
also here in May, although he didn't
contact me. Hey, Mike, what's that all
about? So, if you 're going to be in
London, drop me an e-mail, there are
training opportunities here as well as

I know of a pub or two .. ... surely you
can manage a drink. For those of you
in my care outside the UK, please
contact me (intlreqrep@safd.org) and
let us know what you've been up to.
-Bret Yount
Since returning from the battlefields
of TROY FM Richard Ryan has
worked on a number of theatre projects including LOYAL WOMEN for
the Royal Court Theatre, DIE ENTFUHRUNG AUS DEM SERAIL and
LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR for
DivaOpera, ION and MACBETH for
Mercury
Theatre,
Colchester,
JAMAICA INN , POOL DEATH,
HOUSE and GARDEN for Salisbury
Playhouse, A TASTE OF HONEY and
PRIVATE LIVES for York, Theatre

Royal, BLOODTIDE for Pilot Theatre
Company, THE MARQUISE for
Theatre Royal Windsor. Richard also
taught
at
the
2004
Winter
Wonderland and the Inaugural
Virginia Beach Bash Workshops , and
adjudicated his first SPTs since
becoming an FM.
CT Bret Yount has 2 SPTS for
Ithaca College as well as teaching a
Found Weapons on Film class.
Recent theatre projects include MACBETH at the Union Theatre, London,
BERLIN BERTIE and INSTALLATION 496 at RADA as well as a featured role in the new LittleWarrior
film, A BEAUTIFUL DAY.

The Gimp's Corner
As always, the following tips are
not meant to replace the advice of a
doctor or a physical therapist. The
Gimp is just here to pass on some
useful knowledge that has been
attained through working with physical therapists as both a patient and a
rehab aide.
Today the Gimp is going to focus on
the wonderful world of knee injuries.
Knee injuries are almost as common
as ankle injuries. Unfortunately, knee
injuries tend to be a bit more serious
and can often lead to surgery. So
when someone warns you that your
knee is out of alignment while you are
in a lunge, listen to her! She is helping you to avoid knee surgery down
the road . There are many different
types of knee injuries, and the Gimp
does not want to put you to sleep by
going into detail with all of them .
Instead, the Gimp will focus on a
basic explanation of knee anatomy
and what can be done to keep your
knees strong and healthy.
The knee is the largest hinge joint in
the body (the elbow is another example of a hinge joint). It is meant to
work like the hinge of a door, allowing
the lower leg to move forward and
backward (bending and straightening). The bones that make up the
knee are the femur or thigh bone, the

tibia or shin bone, and the patella or
knee cap. The bones are cushioned
by a strong, rubbery material known
as cartilage. The cartilage that is
usually torn in the knee is the meniscus which is attached to the ligaments of the knee. There are several ligaments (tough connective tissue
that holds bone to bone) that hold the
bone of the knee together, and can
be damaged by quick stops and
starts or a quick change of direction
such as a diagonal avoidance or a
vault.
One way to prevent knee injury is to
strengthen the major muscles around
the joint equally. Yes, a balanced life
is even important to your muscles.
What are the major muscles of the
knee you ask? The four muscles in
the front of the thigh are called the
quadriceps and the three in the back
are the hamstrings. It is also important to strengthen the adductors on
the inside of the thigh , the abductors
and external rotators on the outside
of the thigh and hip, and the calf muscles (gastrocnemius and soleus). All
of these muscles work together to
make sure that your knee stays in
alignment and doesn't buckle underneath you. The exercises at the end
of this article will go over how to
strengthen these muscles.

Another important way to avoid a lifetime of knee trouble is to develop a
good sense of body awareness.
Check your stance in the middle of
footwork drills. Are your knees directly over your ankles, or are they way
out in front over your toes where they
have less support? Do your knees
have a tendency to wander in
towards the center of your body or
out towards the edge of your feet?
Can you feel where your knees are in
relation to your feet without having to
look down at them? Strive to keep
your knees directly over your ankles
with the knee cap pointed in the
direction of your foot between the
second and third toe. The more you
get accustomed to keeping your
knees in alignment and sensing when
they are out of alignment, the easier it
will be to prevent knee pain and
injury.
As always, proper foot attire is important in maintaining a strong, healthy
body. You want shoes that will help to
cushion the impact of your body and
the floor so your knees, ankles, back,
etc. aren't left to absorb most of
shock. The cartilage in your body is a
great shock absorber, but it can wear
down over time, leaving the ends of
the bones to rub against each other
which would cause you to be in a lot
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of pain. Why needlessly suffer when
shock absorbers can be found at your
local sporting goods store?
Well, the Gimp could go on and on
about knees and knee injuries, but it
is time for some exercises. These
exercises will help strengthen the
muscles that support the knee. If you
have already seen a doctor for a knee
injury, these exercises may be familiar to you. A couple may also look like
the Gimp took them from a Jane
Fonda workout, but they are actual
exercises used by physical therapists
today. The same rules apply here as
for other exercises - if you feel pain,
STOP.
Exercise 1:
Sit in a chair with your legs parallel to
each other and your feet flat on the
floor.
Slowly straighten your left leg while
tightening the muscles in the front of
your thigh.
Hold your leg straight and parallel to
the floor for three seconds then slowly relax and bend it back to the starting position.
Repeat this movement 15 times then
switch legs.
If you wish, you may work both legs
at the same time. You can also
increase the repetitions or add ankle
weights to make the exercise more
challenging.

switch sides, making sure that your
hips stay in alignment. You should
feel this along the outside of your leg.
Increase the reps or add ankle
weights when you need more of a
challenge.

Exercise 3:
Stay on your side with your hips
stacked one on top of the other. This
time keep your bottom leg straight
and bend your top leg in front of your
body with the foot on the floor and the
knee in the air, the lower leg forms
about a 45? angle with the floor (see
picture).
Tighten the muscles in the front of the
thigh of the bottom leg and slowly
raise it a few inches off of the ground.
Slowly lower the leg.
Repeat for a total of 15 reps then
switch sides. You should feel this
along the inner thigh of the working
leg.
Increase the reps or add ankle
weights when you need more of a
challenge.

Exercise 2:
Lie on your side with your hips
stacked one on top of the other and
your legs parallel to each other.
Bend your bottom leg so that the foot
is behind your body, but your knees
are still together.
Keeping the top leg straight, tighten
the muscles in the front of the thigh
and slowly raise the leg about 1O to
12 inches in the air.
Slowly lower the leg.
Repeat for a total of 15 reps then

Exercise 4:
Stand with your back about 6 inches
away from the wall (you will have to
adjust depending on your height) with
your feet about hips width apart.
Lean your back against the wall and
slowly slide down the wall until your
butt and thighs are parallel to the
floor, your calves and thighs should
form a right angle with your knees.
You may need to move your feet further away from the wall to get to this
position .
Hold this position for five seconds
then tighten the thigh muscles to help

you stand back up.
Repeat this for a total of ten reps.
Increase the amount of time in the
wall squat position or the number of
reps when you need more of a challenge.

Exercise 5:
This exercise will help you focus on
knee alignment.
Stand facing a step (you can also use
a phone book or anything that is stable and about 6 to 8 inches high) as
you would before you begin to climb a
flight of stairs.
Place one foot on the step making
sure that your knee is over your ankle
and the knee cap is pointing between
the second and third toes.
Slowly use the foot on the step to
raise the other foot up onto the step.
Basically, step up, but do not put wait
on the second foot.
Lower the second foot back to the
floor (step down).
Repeat this exercise for a total of 15
reps, switch legs, and increase reps
as needed. It is basically like you
can't make up your mind whether to
climb the stairs or not - you keep
coming up and then back down.
The complimentary exercise to this is
to begin on the step and face away
from the stairs, slowly lowering your
leg in front of you and tapping the
heel to the floor (don't put your full
weight on it). In both exercises, your
focus should be on the supporting
(weight-bearing) leg.

That's all for now. Fight safe and
treat your bodies well!
The Gimp would be happy to answer any questions that you may have regarding these exercises or anything regarding injuries or anatomy
and physiology. Please direct any questions or
comments to:

gtlJjngedge@satd.org
and put ''The Gimp" in the subject line.
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UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
The New York Regional Stage Combat Workshop
Co-sponsored by FIGHTS4 and the City College of
New York
present

THE TEXAS INTENSIVE!
Labor Day Weekend
9am-6pm Saturday and Sunday, September
4th & 5th, 2004

SUMMER SLING 8
August 26-29, 2004

A Society of American Fight Directors sanctioned Regional Stage
Combat Workshop focused on applying performance principles of
stage combat for the intermediate to advanced level actor/fighter
in a two-day .intensive format!

At City College of New York's Compton Goethals Hall

This summer, come to New York City for the best in
stage combat training!
Instructors include the members of Fights4 - SAFD
Fights Directors and Certified Teachers:

J. David Brimmer
Michael G. Chin
Ricki G. Ravitts
Robert "Tink" Tuftee
as well as a variety of SAFD Certified Teachers, Fight
Directors and Fight Masters from around the world!
Fees:
• $275 for all four days/$75 per day
• 15% discount for paid-up SAFD members
• 10% discount for college students )copy of
student ID required) and for participants of
past SAFD sanctioned workshops (within the
last year).
Pre-Registration Special!
Pre-Register with a $25 deposit by July 15, 2004 and
receive:
A Free T-Shirt, AND a discount on total tuition (balance of $15 or $40/day), AND entry into a drawing for
1/2 price tuition!
Only 1 discount per participant, including early registration discount.
To contact FIGHTS4: tink @fiqhts2.com 917-627-5741
www.fights4.com

Instructors:

Brian Byrnes, S.A.F.D. Fight Master
Mark Guinn, S.A.F.D. Certified Teacher.
Additional instructors tba.
Classes to include:
• Rhythms of Rapier and Dagger • Unconventional targets in
unarmed and blade work • Stylistic influences in broadsword •
Knife fighting • Whips • Swordplay vs. a Swordfight • Opportunity
for S.A.F.D. Skills Proficiency Test Renewals will be available,
additional fees will apply.

Fees: $200.00 fee for both days; Catered lunch provided
$50 Pre-Registration to reserve space (Non-refundable)
10% discount for S.A.FD. members
*OR*
10% discount for Payment received in full by August 15. 2004
One discount per participant.
* Send a copy of current membership card or present at registration.
This is a 2-day workshop, and space is limited. Pre-registration
recommended!

Location: The Barnvelder Dance & Movement Arts Studio
2201 Preston St., Houston, Texas
AND THERE'S MORE!

Friday Night Forum:
"A special Seminar in fundamental principles of Stage
Fighting from a Fight Director's point of view"
Start off the weekend with an open discussion with Brian
Byrnes and Mark Guinn on the fight director's craft: applying techniques in performance; preparing the untrained
actor for a stage fight; working with directors and producers. This forum will be informative for every participant
involved in the stage combat process, including the director, fight director, design team, actors and stage management. It will provide a unique opportunity to gain a better
understanding of this important aspect of performance.
When: 7:00-9:30pm Friday September 3rd, 2004

To Register: check payable to:

Location: University of Houston School of Theatre
Fee: $50.00. To pre-register, send $25 (Non-refundable)

Fights4
clo Al Foote
179 E. 78th St., #48
New York, NY 11021-0462

Send inquiries to Ann C. Harlan, Coordinator
via fightgal@swbell.net or call 713-952-4867
Send registration fees, contact information and a current
resume to:
Judy Frow's Show Business
5723 Nina Lee Lane, Houston, TX 77092
Fax to register by credit card 713-683-0467
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UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOPS
AROUND THE WORLD

THE PADDY IN OZ, 2004: "HISTORICAL
FIGHTING AND PERFORMANCE"
Instructors:
Steven Hand (AUS), Ramon Martinez (USA), Brad Waller
(USA), Tony Wolf (NZ), Peppe Ostennson (SWE), Robert
Seale (CAN) , Scott Witt (AUS).
Location:
University of Southern Queensland,
Brisbane-Toowoomba, Australia
When:
July 12th to 17th, 2004
Cost:
TBA (Approx. $1000 AUS)
More Info:
rseale@iosp.org
Website:
http://www.usq.edu.au/transace/mcgregor/winter/paddyoz/

---------------------~-----~
BASSC BRITISH NATIONAL
STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOP
Location:
Islington Arts and Media Centre, Turle Road, London, N4 3LS
When:
August 2nd - 13th, 2004
Cost:
£300. (Discount rate £270 - students, stage combat organization members, Equity, Shooting People) . This includes all
test fees.
More Info:
info@bassc.org
Website:
www.bassc.org
• The Basic Workshop will cover Rapier & Dagger
and Unarmed Combat.
• The Intermediate/Advanced Workshop will
cover Smallsword and Quarterstaff.
• In addition, tor the first week only we will be running
a non-certification module in Mass Battle.
• Students will have the opportunity to take
the BASSC Fight Performance Test.
• There will be up to 7 hours of instruction daily by
teachers certified by the BASSC or SAFD.
• All weapons are provided.
• Limited places available.

Upcoming SPT's/SPR's
Houston, TX:
What: S.A.F.D. Skills Proficiency Test Renewals
When: 9am-6pm Saturday and Sunday, September 4th
& 5th , 2004 (Labor Day Weekend at The
Texas Intensive)
Where: University of Houston School of Theatre,
Barnvelder Dance and Movement Arts Studio,
2201 Preston Street
Adjudicator: Brian Byrnes
CT: Mark Guinn
Contact: Ann Harlan, Coordinator & SWRR,
fightgal@swbell.net 713-952-4867

Help Us Help You
By notifying The Cutting Edge when SPT's
and SPR's are taking place, you can help
other members who need to renew various disciplines.
Simply contact your
Regional Representative or send us an email at:
cuttingedge@safd.org

Attending a Workshop
this summer ;a
Contribute to The Cutting Edge by writing
an article about your experiences.
Anyone who attends a workshop can write
to let other members know about what
they're missing.

Don't Miss an Issue!
If you're moving, let us know. E-mail the
Secretary at secretary@safd.org with
your new address so your information
stays current!
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SAFD Membership APPiication/Annuai Dues Form
Please complete the entire form . In order for the SAFD to maintain accurate records, it is important that all of your information in
our database be current. You can either send in your payment with this form, or you may pay online with a credit card at
www.safd.org.
Reasons to join the SAFD:
qr Subscription to The Fight Master, a journal published twice yearly
- Subscription to The Cutting Edge, our newsletter published bi-monthly
Cg> Access to back issues of both publications and online discussions in the members only section at www.safd.org
qr Discounts to national and regional stage combat workshops
- The right to vote for members of the Executive Committee and Governing Body
Cg> And much, much more ...

Status (Circle one):

New Member

Current Renewing Member

Lapsed Renewing Member

Gift*

*If giving a membership as a gift, please print your name here
Please fill in the information for the gift receiver below.

Amount Enclosed ($35.00/year USA, $40.00/year Outside USA) $

.00 Check#

General Information
Membership Level (circle one):

Name (First, Ml, Last)

Organization, Friend, Actor Combatant, Advanced Actor
Combatant, Certified Teacher, Fight Director

Address (Permanent):
Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Work Phone:

Fax Number:

Voicemail:

Pager:

E-mail Address(es):
Website:

Union Affiliations (SAG, AEA, etc.):

University (name/address):
Employer (name/address):
Publications should be mailed to (please circle one):

Permanent

University

Work

I am interested in getting involved (circle any that apply):
Material Donations - Merchandise - Grant Writing - Publicity/Promotion - Data Entry - Publications - All

Current Skills Proficiency Test Results (Please list most recent SPT for each weapon)

WEAPON

Month/Year

Instructor

Adjudicator

Broadsword
Knife
Quarterstaff
Rapier & Dagger
Single Sword
Small Sword
Sword & Shield
Unarmed

Photocopy & Mail with payment to:

SAFD
1350 East Flamingo Road #25, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
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Winner of the 2004 Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Scholarship announced
The SAFD Governing Body has selected New York Actor Combatant Maggie Macdonald as the
2004 Fairbanks Scholarship winner. Maggie will be attending the Intermediate Actor Combatant
workshop in Las Vegas, NV.

Congratulations, Maggie!
Applications for the 2005 Fairbanks Scholarship will be available in January of 2005. Look to the
SAFD website for future updates as well as a downloadable scholarship application.
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